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World Meeting for Palestine 
Today, imperialism and Zionism are the enemy of the peoples of the Third World. Nazi-

Zionism, which from the bowels of the empire manages and uses it for the designs of 

imperialism. The Nelson Mandela Foundation and the Global Campaign for Return to 

Palestine set an example to emulate and a great success in their libertarian work is firmly 

awaiting them. 

 

From December 2 to 6 of this year 2023, a world meeting in solidarity and support for the 

people – nation of Palestine was held in Johannesburg, South Africa. Meeting organized 

by the Nelson Mandela Foundation and the World Campaign for Return to Palestine.  
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Delegates from different countries around the world attended: Africa, Latin America, 

Europe, Asia and the Middle East. In addition, delegations from political, governmental 

organizations and social organizations from all continents. The sole objective is to stand in 

solidarity with the Palestinian people who are suffering from colonialism, racism and the 

most brutal and bloodthirsty apartheid ever seen in human history. It was a very symbolic 

event for the Nelson Mandela Foundation to take an initiative of this magnitude, given that 

they suffered an apartheid similar to what the land of Palestine suffers today. South Africa, 

suffered a criminal siege and experienced what it is like to be a victim of racism and 

segregation by foreigners in their own country. This symbolism gave this meeting a 

meaning very much in keeping with the reality of what is happening in Palestine. 

 

The great South African leader, Nelson Mandela, paid with 27 years of his youth in the 

prison of the colonialists for his desire to be free, to seek freedom and equality for his 

people. In his words for solidarity with Palestine, he said it with special emphasis: "The 

freedom of South Africa will be incomplete, as long as the Palestinian people are not 

free." An expression that reflects the moral and ethical stature of a leader of his 

magnitude, who showed the world the brutality of the colonialisms that Europe unleashed 

against the peoples of the Third World. If we look at history and current reality, we will 

see that it is Europeans who colonized, murdered 400 million indigenous people and 

plundered the American continent. Africa and all continents suffered the same tragedy at 

the hands of European colonialisms. It was the United States, a country built with blood 

and fire and the extermination of the North American population of its legitimate 

inhabitants. They were the ancient peoples colonized and killed by Europeans from 

different countries. The only goal they pursued was the desire for easy enrichment. The 

damage of these Europeans to the peoples of the world has been gigantic and in the case of 

the Palestinian people it is genocide and a crime against humanity in every day of their 

colonized existence. 

  

This meeting of peoples and forces for freedom and justice for the Palestinian people 

makes us aware that the spectre of colonial crime and the theft of the present and future of 

the peoples is still alive in the genocide of the Palestinian people. A country that for 75 

years has been fighting against those same European forces that, together with the Zionist 

Nazis, oppress, murder and steal the present and future of the Palestinian people. 

Therefore, the solidarity of the peoples of the Third World is solidarity with justice, 
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freedom and the rights of peoples to live in peace. Undoubtedly, free from the traditional 

crime of Europeans thirsty for easy riches and who subject peoples subjugated by force of 

arms to a precarious life and in subhuman conditions.  

They impose dictatorships and coups d'état on us, to install servile and submissive 

governments, which restrict our freedom in the name of pseudo-democracy. They rob us 

of the present and future of our peoples, and that was experienced by the South African 

people, who in an act of permanent solidarity with the struggle of the Palestinian people 

organized this international meeting, to say with one voice to the peoples of the world: NO 

MORE CRIMES. 

  

The global campaign for the return to Palestine has managed to bring together dozens of 

countries and libertarian wills in its support and is today the largest organization of 

solidarity with Palestine. At this meeting, it became clear that the task of supporting the 

Palestinian people has many wills and varied types of support from the world's population. 

This solidarity is manifested every day against the war of aggression and usurpation that 

Zionism and imperialism are waging against a people, whose only fault is that they were 

born in a territory coveted by Europeans. 

  

All peoples, social organizations and political parties who love peace, freedom, justice and 

the right of peoples to live in peace must support these examples of solidarity, the noblest 

feeling of the human being. 

  

Hopefully, for the sake of the peoples of the world, there will come a time when criminal 

Zionism and the Zionist government of Israel will be defeated and a new era in human 

relations will be possible. Today, imperialism and Zionism are the enemy of the peoples of 

the Third World. Nazi-Zionism, which from the bowels of the empire manages and uses it 

for the designs of imperialism. 

  

The Nelson Mandela Foundation and the Global Campaign for Return to Palestine set an 

example to emulate and a great success in their libertarian work is firmly awaiting them. 
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